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Tri Suspension

Progressive Suspension has
gone back to the drawing board
and created a state-of-the-art
fork cartridge kit for the HarleyDavidson Tri-Glide trike models. The Monotube Cartridge
Kit ($499.95) has an asymmetrical design, which places
a progressive rate spring in one
leg and an aluminum-bodied,
sealed cartridge damper and
Frequency Sensing Technology
valve in the other. This results
in superior damping and ride
control as a new benchmark
for high-performance suspension on the 2014-and-newer
Tri-Glide platform. Progressive
Suspension parts and kits are
made in California.
See your dealer,
call (877) 690-7411 or visit
progressivesuspension.com
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Think Pink
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Adventure Lid
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Warm It Up

The 2016 Harley-Davidson Pink
Label Collection includes a
total of 59 items with a percentage of all sales benefitting
three breast cancer program
partners (ABCD: After Breast
Cancer Diagnosis, National
Breast Cancer Foundation and
Young Survival Coalition). The
Pink Label Metallic T ($35) features tissue jersey fabric, a small
cuff on the sleeves and printed
metallic graphics. The Pink Label
Hoodie ($85) features sequined
graphics on the front and back,
kangaroo pockets, a zipper front
and rib-knit cuffs and waist. Both
items have a small woven Pink
Ribbon logo on the front and
come in sizes XS to 2XL and
Plus sizes.

The E1 Adventure is the first
Schuberth helmet designed for
enduro and adventure motorcyclists, offering the comfort, flexibility and safety of a flip-up helmet
while meeting the requirements
for off-road use. The Anti-Roll-Off
System keeps the helmet in place
and the fully articulating peak
visor can be adjusted to three
different positions independently
from the face shield and chinbar. The E1 Adventure features
a closable air vent in the chinbar
and a removable and washable
filter to help clean incoming air. It
comes in five solid colors and two
graphics with five colorways for
$829 (solids) or $889 (graphics).
Available in sizes XS-3XL with two
different shell sizes.

ThermaCELL’s new Heat Packs,
from Schawbel Technologies
LLC, provide users with long lasting heat wherever they need it.
ThermaCELL Heat Packs are thin,
lightweight, rechargeable warmers with three temperature settings reaching up to 116 degrees
for hours of comfort. Heat Packs
can be placed inside gloves,
pockets, hats, etc. and provide
constant, regulated warmth for up
to six hours per charge. Available
in two sizes—smaller Hand
Warmers (2-pack for $79.99) and
larger Pocket Warmers (1-pack
for $69.99). An on/off button with
LED light indicates temperature
setting. Wall charger is included and recharges in 2-4 hours
(depending on model).

See your Harley-Davidson dealer or visit h-d.com/pinklabel

See your dealer or visit
schuberthnorthamerica.com

Call (877) 687-3741 or visit
heat.thermacell.com

All of the goods and services listed in NEW & COOL are chosen by Rider’s editors based on the interest to readers. The following section is provided free of charge to vendors of motorcycle products and services, who bear sole responsibility for the accuracy of claims and specifications contained therein.
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Versatile Bag

The Lauren by Moto Chic is a
versatile bag that can be worn as
a backpack or a tote. Shoulder
harness, shoulder strap and
waist straps are all adjustable
and storable to easily convert the
look of the bag, which features
a built-in rain cover and large
reflective panels. It is made from
durable, lightweight polyester
and measures 16 x 12.5 x 5 inches. A soft-lined protective pocket
fits up to a 13-inch laptop, 2-liter
hydration pack or back protector.
The interior features a main compartment with three open pockets and a full-length zippered
pocket. Available in black, white
or red for $325.
Call (408) 395-9598 or visit
motochicgear.com
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Custom Look

AutumnRiders provides personalized casual apparel for motorcycle enthusiasts. Each item is
custom made with your own
motorcycle in the desired color
and can include text that represents your name, a special event
or ride. Choose from more than
500 bike models in 70 colors.
Designs are 3¼ inches wide by
2¼ inches high. Prices, which
include your custom embroidered design, start at $24.95 for
patches, $29.99 for hats, $34.94
for shirts and $79.95 for jackets.
Custom items ship in 1-2 weeks
from the store’s Massachusetts
location.
Call (866) 644-0280
or visit autumnriders.com/
riderperfectgift
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Perfect Touch
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Adventure Tires

The Touch glove is a revolutionary new glove in the Held lineup
offering comfort, protection and
all of the attributes standard in
Held gloves, but with special
conductive leather on the thumb
and forefinger that is compatible with most smartphone touchscreens. Other features include
hard plastic knuckles, perforated
palms for maximum ventilation,
elastic articulation behind the
digits and wrists, and hook-andloop adjustment at the wrists and
cuffs. Available for $150 in Black
in men’s whole sizes 7-12, short
sizes K-7 to K-12, and long sizes
L-8 to L-12. Women’s sizes D-6 to
D-8 are also available.

Avon Motorcycle Tyres North
America now offers the TrailRider
adventure sport tire. Tread sipes
with three dimensional interlocking points reinforce tire stability,
limit tire flex and allow the tire
to warm up quickly for responsive handling. A super-rich silica
compound enhances wet grip
without sacrificing mileage.
Carcass construction provides
enhanced stability. For rear fitments, the TrailRider features
Avon’s latest triple-compound
construction for longer mileage
and exceptional grip. Available
in six front fitments and 12 rear
fitments with a free-replacement
road hazard warranty.

Call (949) 215-0893 or visit
heldusa.com

See your dealer or visit
avonmoto.com
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